
Year 5 Maths Workshop
We will cover:
● The year 5 maths curriculum overview
● An explanation and demonstration of the formal 

methods for multiplication and division
● Example of a problem-solving maths activity 

that we use in school
● Questions
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The year 5 maths curriculum is split into topics. This is the order in which 
the topics are taught. 



The Year 6 maths curriculum is split into topics. 



Each of our main topics 
is broken down into 

‘small steps’ (each step 
is the equivalent of one 

lesson).

These are the small 
steps for our current 
topic - multiplication 

and division B. 
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White Rose Maths

The White Rose Maths website has lots of free 
downloads and videos which parents can access for 

free at home. 
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https://whiteroseeducation.com/parent-pupil-resources/maths/home-learning?year=year-5-new


Formal calculation methods for 
multiplication and division.

 
a) 315 x 4
b) 152 x 23

c) 75 ÷ 5
d) 479 ÷ 4
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Maths Buzz
Maths Buzz is a problem solving activity which we 
use regularly in lessons to allow children to apply 

their knowledge in different ways.   

The children have a set of clue cards which they 
must use to help them solve the problem. 

There is an example of one of these activities on 
your table. Feel free to have a go!
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Five minute challenge!
We will be completing a five minute challenge activity 

2-3 times per week. 



And finally…
We are often asked, “What are the most important 
things that will help to support my child in maths at 

school?” 

Be positive! Remind children that we can ALL do 
maths!

Y5: practise times tables for instant recall
Y6: use revision books for the tricky areas of maths



There is plenty of useful information on our school 
website.

Just go to the curriculum section and maths.

Thank you for coming today.
We hope that you found it useful.

https://www.headlandsprimary.org.uk/page/?title=Maths&pid=74


Questions?
Useful links:

Column addition:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTZqgYRoxYU

Column subtraction:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVv2MeAQ0Ww

Short multiplication: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryB0ruIdPlc

Long multiplication: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gC76ahwXi_8 

Short division: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FApcjdAhnrY 
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